Before starting assembly: Writing the number of each section on its back side before cutting out the sections is highly recommended. (* This way, you can be sure which section is which even after cutting out the sections.)

Indicates where sections should be glued together.

Indicates sections that should be glued first, then cut out.

Assembly Instructions: Three A4 sheets (No.1 to No.3)

*Build the model by carefully reading the Assembly Instructions, in the parts sheet page order.

*Hint: Trace along the folds with a ruler and an exhausted pen (no ink) to get a sharper, easier fold.

Be careful when gluing the wings into place. Attach them in between parts 4 and 5.

Scissors, set square, glue (We recommend stick glue), pencil, used ballpoint pen, toothpicks, tweezers, (useful for handling small parts)

Before gluing, crease the paper along mountain fold and valley fold lines and make sure rounded sections are nice and stiff.

Glue, scissors and other tools may be dangerous to young children so be sure to keep them out of the reach of young children.
Attach these parts into place in numerical order, as indicated by the numbers 1-8.

While applying glue to part 15, roll it around the tip of part 14.

After part 15 is completely attached, attach part 16 in the same way.

Attach the rear wings into position, referring to this point.

Cut out this piece after gluing it together.

After parts 15 and 16 are completely attached, open the flower petals to complete the flower shape.
Parts 14, 15, and 16

Place the base on a table or other flat surface, insert parts 14, 15, and 16 until they are fully grounded in the base, then glue them into place.

Insert this part into the tube of part 14. Refer to the photograph when opening up the wings and positioning the butterfly's legs.

Open the flower petals to complete the flower shapes, just as you did for parts 15 and 16.

After cutting out parts 20, 21, and 22, use a pencil around 7 mm in diameter or a similar item to roll these into cylindrical shapes, applying glue as you do so.

Glue these pieces into place so that the label will be positioned on the front.

Cut out parts 20, 21, and 22 after gluing them.